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News

Archery Manufacturers Organization 1999
By Denise Parker

The A.M.O. show, hosted each year in January, is the avenue that
manufacturers have to display their new product line for the year to
dealers and distributors in the archery market. The show is closed
to consumers, but can be a valuable resource for the companies
involved.
This year the show was somewhat dampened due to the weather.
Near blizzard conditions and freezing temperatures deterred many
from braving the elements and attending the show.
Each year there is much anticipation to see what each company is
coming out with that is new and exciting for 1999. This year was no
different. On the recurve side, PSE showed their new recurve, the
Intrepid, which is sure to turn some heads with its sleek lines and
adjustable pocket system. Browning also came out with a new
recurve, the S3. Korean bow manufactures seem to be making quite
a push in the United States market as both Samick and Win & Win
representatives were present with booths.
Earl Hoyt continues to make
some of the finest recurves and
traditional bows on the market.
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The compound side of the market is packed each year
with new products. Almost every bow manufacturer
is dis playing new bows for their 1999 product line.
One of the most anticipated unveilings was that of
Mathews, Inc., the company who introduced the solo
cam technology to the market.
Mathews, unlike many of its competitors, does not
bring their new product out until the show starts. This
year they added two new bows to their line, the
MQ32, which as its name states is a mere 32" in
axle-to-axle length. This bow is ideal for sharp angled
shots. The second is the Rival Pro which is 40"
axle-to-axle, and is more ideal for finger shooters or
FITA competition.

Easton introduced their new Cosmic shaft
which adds a little design to their X7 shaft.
HoytUSA cam out with five new compound bows this
year: Viper, Striker II, InTec, Acculec 11 and the
Aspen. Their premier target bow is the new Aspen.
The Aspen took the place of the Oasis and Stratus Plus
in their previous line. The Aspen has a long axle-toaxle
length of just over 45", for maximum forgiveness and
shootability.

Samick, a Korean based company displayed
an impressive line of youth to high
performance recurves.
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On the arrow side, Easton came out with three
new aluminum arrow shafts. The Cosmic, a
jazzed up X7, the Legacy, a new traditional
arrow shaft that brings back the popular 2020
size shaft, and the Platinum, which is the
traditional XX75 shaft in the more modem
Platinum color.

Dianne Gibbs of Sure-Loc sights enjoys constant
traffic through their booth. Sure-Loc continues to
grow as they have added many features to their
newest sights.
On the carbon side of the arrow market, there
are many companies fighting for market share
in the large diameter, internal fit carbon arrow
market. Beman, Carbon Tech, Game Tracker,
Gold Tip, Carbon Impact and more are all
pushing these large diameter, internal fit
component arrows. This seems to be the trend
in the hunting as well as competition arenas.
For more information on new products, check
with your local dealer or archery shop.

The Hoyt booth created quite a splash with their
dunking for apples contest.
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News

Indy Shoot
Too little time to enjoy all the fun!
By Denise Parker

The second year of the Indy Shoot, held in Louisville, KY,
has come and past and I can guarantee you there will be a
third. This festival event style is catching on. The Las Vegas
shoot was the first to hold a "festival" style of shoot, and
since that time, it seems that shooters are favoring it.
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The shoot had many activities going on which made it
exciting for the shooter, but also for spectators. They offered
3-D shoots, 4-D shoots (pop-up targets like the pictures
shown to the right), a target shoot (Vegas format), Easton's
Eagle Eye, Dart's U.S. Archery Championships, PSE's Stars
Events and many manufacturers had booths setup for people
to check out new products.

Hats off to the organizers of the event. It was
well run and had some great pay backs.
Could these festivals be a trend in the archery
market? I think - definitely. There will be three
of these events this year, Indy Shoot, Vegas
and Atlantic City will all be offering this
festival style.

Looking to the future, I think this new format
will benefit everyone by providing lots of fun
and excitement.
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Feature Article

U.S. Ski Archery Training Camp
By Louise Vien

I was given the opportunity of a lifetime, an offer I could not refuse
when Ed Eliason asked me to write about my experience at the first ever
Ski Archery training camp.
For those who haven't heard or who were curious about it, Ski Archery in
North America has done its first step toward a challenging new future.
Staying in a lodge set in the beautiful mountains of the Teton Valley near
Yellowstone Park, a group of dedicated athletes got together to
experience a camp like no other. Situated at 6200 feet, you knew it was
going to be a challenging camp, because at this altitude you tend to work
twice as hard to get the same results.
Now this camp was held in order to seek out potential and talented
athletes for the up-coming Ski-Archery Worlds which will be held in
Bessans, France this March 1999. This being a U.S. training camp and I
being from Canada gave me a pretty good idea what my competition
looked like (and it's good!)

Between the 24th to 31st of October training
was the only thing on our minds. Many of
those who were present either were skiers or
archers, although some were a bit of both or
neither as far as experience was concerned.
What made it different is we were there all for
the same purpose to become pioneers in a
sport that will go very far.
Here is a brief breakdown of our week:
In order to improve ourselves, our first day
was absolutely brutal, kind of a SHOCK to the
system. Our coach was Robert Mellion an
ex-rower for the U.S. team in the 1990's. In a
small gym, Rob put us through what is called circuit training, a type of physical workout that can help us
identify weaknesses. Needless to say, many of us the next morning sure felt what weaknesses we had. I don't
think anyone of us got up without feeling pain somewhere. (Thank God for that hot tub, one of life's little
miracles.)
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We still had lots of work to do ahead of us
though, and we went straight to it with each
day providing us new challenges. On a daily
basis we went out to do cardiovascular skiing
or running. Our instructor for these sessions
was Martin Heggan an ex- Olympian in
biathlon.
He gave us technical support with balance
work, weight transfer and power for each
stride. Due to a lack of snow all of our training
was done on roller skis or blades. He also
helped us understand better our threshold in
the anaerobic state and how to enhance our
aerobic workout to provide better utilization
and control of our energy.
And last but not lease, the most important part of Ski-Archery is archery itself. Under great supervision and
scrutiny, Ed Eliason provided all the training. Ed's purpose was to make sure that not only was out technique
great, but that we were also self-reliant. With video tapings and long discussions, no stone was left unturned;
this type of training was exceptional. Also involved was the intense session on equipment, the purpose of
the components and how to fix them.
Once all of that was understood we were put to the test. We got the opportunity to undergo simulated race
situation with all the gear. This was great, to be that specific part of Ski- Archery was such a fear that I
doubted my decision about the whole thing, but once the ice broke, I could not get enough of it.

In the end, not only did I meet new friends,
this camp uplifted me. I left with a sense of
accomplishment and high expectation of
myself, a positive attitude on knowing that I
can do this. I truly enjoyed myself.
Imagine the excitement of being cheered on the
shooting line, the thrill of shooting under
extreme pressure and knowing that if you miss
a target it will cost you a penalty lap. Then
seeing the finish line and realizing you just accomplished something that very little athletes have experienced.
I hope with this article, athletes like you, perhaps reading this might come out of the woodwork and try to
become a pioneer in this promising Olympic sport.
For more information, please contact your National Archery Association.
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Recurve Tech 300

Tuning Tips for Small Diameter Arrow Shafts
By Don Rabska

Tuning lightweight, small diameter arrows can, at times, be a
difficult and frustrating process, especially when small
adjustments can make a big difference in grouping. The following
information is directed toward identifying some possible
elements of the tuning process that may be preventing you from
getting the most out of your equipment.
Good preliminary bow set-up is important for eliminating
potential troublemakers. Here are some of the areas to review
for easier tuning.
Arrow Rests:
Make sure your arrow rest is sturdy and has a support arm that does not allow much downward give. In
setting up the rest, be certain that none of the support arm is sticking out past your arrow when looking
directly above the shaft. The support arm can be flush with the outside of the shaft, but not past it. Also, be
sure your arrow is contacting the center of the cushion plunger when it is placed on the rest.
Bow Strings:
Bow strings are a very critical part of your equipment. A well- made string with the correct number of
strands is usually very quiet and produces consistent grouping. I personally like the BCY, Dyanaffight 97.
This material is very stable and does not creep after the initial "shoot in" period. As a rule of thumb for
determining the number of strands for your bowstring, the following examples should help. The calculation
does not mean you should not try two strands more or two strands less, it is just a good starting point.
For determining the number of strands for Dyanaffight 97, multiply the holding weight (poundage developed
at full draw) by .35.
Example #1: The weight at full draw is 46#. 46# x .35 = 16.1 Round down to 16 and you have the number
of strands for your string.
Example #2: The weight at full draw is 35#. 35# x .35 = 12.25 This is closest to 12 strands, but it could go
either way, i.e., down to 12 strands or up to 14. Try both, but my personal experience has been to use 14
Strands, although it was more for a good nock fit on the string using small G nocks or Beiter 12/1 using large
braided serving.
With Dyanaffight, the number of strands is no longer a strength issue, this stuff is really strong. The main
consideration is a good nock to string fit and this can be accomplished by choosing the right serving material.
Too few strands can produce a critical string and too many, a noisy unpredictable string. The strand diameter
of Dyanaffight 97 is larger than most of the other materials and this is why you use fewer strands. For other
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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manufactures material, try multiplying your holding weight by .45 to get the approximate number of strands
to use for your string.

Another thing to consider when making up a
string is the weight of the string at the center
serving. The weight of a metal nocking point or
long center serving has a big influence on the
arrows dynamic spine. The more weight in the
center of the string, the stiffer the reaction of
the arrow. When tuning, do not use one type
of nocking point to establish the nocking point
location and then use another type for the
permanent installation. if the weights of the
nocking points are different, it will effect the
tune.
Controlling left and right impact:

Figure #1

Shooting technique aside, and examining only the mechanical aspects of tuning, there are several factors that
have influence over left and right impact. These are:
1) The spring tension of the cushion plunger for recurve bows - Normal spring tension usually runs
within a range of spring compression from 8 to 24 oz. (227 to 680 grams). Since there is no chart I know of
to define spring tension, sometimes you just have to make one up. The following chart was produced after
conferring with many top archers as to what constitutes light, medium or stiff spring tension. After
discussing the "feel" of many cushion plungers with these top archers and finally coming up with a
consensus of our combined opinions, following are some actual figures of what we considered a soft (light),
medium and stiff spring setting. For measuring spring tension, the best device I found is a "gun trigger" scale,
available at most reloading supply stores. The one I use is the RCBS Premium Trigger Pull Scale which retails
for around $26.00.
The majority felt the following spring tension ranges were what most archers consider light, medium and
stiff. Please note that "medium" was the widest range so it was necessary to give 3 definitions of medium,
medium-light, medium and mediumstiff. All measurements were taken at a depth of 2mm of spring
compression. Results as follows:
Range #I, Light = 9 ounces (255 grams) and under
Range #2, Medium light ~10 to 12 ounces (283 to 340 grams)
Range #3, Medium =13 to 15 ounces (369 to 425 grams)
Range #4, Medium stiff =16 to 18 ounces (454 to 510 grams)
Range #5, Stiff =19 ounces (539 grams) and up
When the arrow is shot, the average depth the plunger compresses is really a small amount, about .080" or
2mm. Obviously, the stiffer the spring tension the less the plunger will compress and vice versa. When
changing spring tension it is important to remember that it may also effect the nocking point. Most arrow
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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rest support arms have a very slight up angle (as it should) to allow the arrow to automatically fall back into
the plunger if moved slightly away, i.e. allowing gravity to force the arrow back into position against the
plunger rod. If the arrow groups start becoming more vertical when changing spring tension, go back to "bare
shaft" tuning to correct the nocking point.

Figure #2

2) Arrow centering - This is the in/out
position of the arrow in relation to the
centerline of the bow. When shooting small
diameter arrow shafts the in/out location of the
shaft becomes more critical. I believe the
reason for this is simple (in theory) - For the
sake of discussion, lets say we are shooting a
large aluminum arrow like a 2413 with an
outside diameter .372" (9.45mm). If we look at
the centerline of this shaft and determine that
the acceptable error in the in/out location,
("sweet spot") is equal to a certain percentage
of its total diameter. Again for the sake of
discussion, let's say that this sweet spot along
the center section of the shaft is 20% of the

total shaft diameter (fig. 1).
In this case, the amount of error in setting the in/out position of the arrow would amount to .074" or 2mm.
Now if we consider an arrow shaft like an XIO with an outside diameter of .190" at its point of launch off
the rest (remember this is a barreled shaft so there is no constant diameter) and we take 20% of the total shaft
diameter (fig. 2), this gives us a sweet spot or location error of only .038" or 1mm. Remember, this is not the
amount of error you can have in the location of the cushion plunger or arrow rest support arm for compound
archers, but the relation of thetip of arrow as it is aligned to the center of the bow.
When setting up an X10 or ACE, (especially the X10) I have found that the most forgiving location is when
the tip of the point is nearly in line with the centerline of the bow Locate the very tip of the arrow point no
further than the outside edge (or less) of the string (fig. 3). This is the closest to center I have ever shot any
arrow, but it has produced excellent results and greatly reduced left and right impact.
Another method I discovered for determining the in/out location of the shaft is by using bare shaft tuning.
Yes, yet another theory. However, I don't feel so bad about these theories when you consider that doctors
"practice" medicine and the atomic bomb is still considered nuclear theory.
OK, here goes. If the in/out location of the shaft were positioned in its most neutral location, meaning that
the force of the bowstring is directed as close as possible down the central axis of the shaft, the shaft should
produce its stiffest reaction. This is similar to standing a drinking straw on its end and applying force with
your finger directly on top of the straw If the force is applied straight down on the straw, it is very stiff and
will take some degree of effort before collapsing.
However, if the force is applied slightly to one side, the straw will easily collapse. in theory, the same is true
with the arrow shaft. if the force of the string when released is at its most direct line behind the arrow, then
the reaction of the bare shaft should produce the stiffest impact in comparison to the fletched arrows when
bare shaft tuning. By making micro adjustments to the in/out position of the cushion plunger, without
changing the spring tension, it was possible to locate a position that produced the stiffest arrow reaction of
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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the bare shafts. Consequently, the shaft ended up being positioned (as noted in fig. 3) ever so slightly outside
of dead straight.
One might think that once you start changing spring tension, this position would also have to change.
However, this is not necessarily true, because the initial force and direction of the string behind the arrow is
unchanged. Since the arrow does not depress the cushion plunger until it has traveled about 1/6th the total
length of the shaft, the initial direction of force is maintained regardless of the spring tension. The flight path
of the arrow may change slightly, but the initial force on the arrow does not, due to the arrow already being in
motion well before the cushion plunger depresses.

3) Cushion plunger tension - The cushion plunger
should be used only for fine tuning adjustments in an
effort to achieve a compatible frequency between the
shaft and cushion plunger. Using the cushion plunger for
gross adjustments in an attempt to correct a mismatched
arrow spine is not likely to produce good results. There
are many other usable adjustments for the purpose of
better spine matching such as bow weight, arrow point
weight or choosing a different arrow spine.
4) Brace Height - Brace height is critical for both recurve
and compound archers. Too often compound bows are
given low brace heights to produce additional speed by
lengthening the power stroke. Brace height determines the
launch position of the arrow as the arrow nock separates
from the string. If the point of nock separation is not
compatible, good, consistent grouping is difficult to
achieve. Don't be afraid to experiment with the brace
height, the right location can produce big benefits.
Figure #3
5) Nock tension on the bowstring - This is not so
critical on compound bows due to the vertical column loading of the arrow, i.e. no appreciable horizontal
bending. For recurve bows it is more important to have a good nock to string fit. Nocks that are too tight can
effect the natural frequency of the arrow, especially on lighter draw weight bows. When the nock is placed on
the string, the bowstring should rotate freely within the nock hole without friction or restriction.
As a personal note, I want to thank everyone for all of your gracious comments concerning my articles. I
have enjoyed writing them and hope the information has been helpful in increasing your enjoyment of our
wonderful sport.
Until Next Time, Good Shooting!
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Recurve Tech - 200

Good Shooting Form and the Body Geometry Connection
By Mike Gerard

Of all the tasks involved in developing good
shooting form, the development of good "T"
geometry is at the top of the list. "T" geometry
is achieved by coming as close as possible to a
straight line with your body during a shot, so
that none of your muscles have to work against
each other.
The ideal geometry to strive for while shooting is to
have your drawing hand, the arrow shaft, drawing
forearm and back elbow all in a straight line to the
target

It is one of the most common factors that top
archers all over the world have in common.

Great geometry provides the leverage required
to have control and strength throughout a shot
without having to build or create tension. Before I learned the advantages of body leverage, I was amazed that
an archer with a small build could have such incredible control of a bow with high poundage. I can remember a
teenage Darrell Pace shooting a 48# bow that must have been half of his body weight! If you put him and
Rick McKinney on the same scale, you probably wouldn't break 200lbs., yet these guys were a couple of the
most consistent top shooters back in the 70's. Today, things have not changed much, the hotshots of today
are still not what you would call big strong guys. The secret to the strength and control of top recurve archers
is using your body geometry for leverage, not having to use as much physical strength.
When you are able to find the sweet spot in your geometry, you're able to move through your shot almost
effortlessly, your sight stays on the center and your motion and follow through moves forward and backward
in relation to the target. Most notably, the tension in your release hand and bow arm reduces to a level that is
easy to control.
Have you ever heard comments like:
"I can't seem to come through the clicker today" "I am having trouble finding the right grip."
"My bow arm shoulder or back is sore."
"My release is pulling away from my face."
"My sight is moving everywhere but the middle."
"My string fingers have so much tension in them, I can hardly release the string."
All of these comments would give the impression that an element of the archer's geometry in out of line.
Have you ever had a day shooting when you just couldn't seem to find the right grip? The slightest variation

caused dramatic differences in impact. Then conversely on a day that went well for you, your bow hand just
seemed to fall into place? When you have the right geometry, you get behind your bow better and your hand
placement is not so critical. When you can't seem to find the right grip, it probably isn't your grip.

OK, so the big question, "How do you practice
good body geometry?" You can't see it to
know what direction to go or to even know if it
has changed on you. If I listen to a coach or
other critic (these are easy to find at any good
target event and are always willing to share
their expertise with you, especially if you are
shooting a similar score?)
I feel like a pretzel when they say I look much
better. OK, I look better, but feel terrible. I
thought my shot was going to feel better and If you have an open or closed stance, you will need to
stronger when my geometry was correct? All align your body slightly different in order to get the
of this is confusing and discouraging to say the straight line through the hand, shaft, forearm and
least.
back elbow.
I have two possible solutions. Using a mirror or video. I don't mean giving up and watching a good comedy to
improve your spirits, I mean have someone video you as you shoot during a practice session. In a previous
article by Don Rabska, he talks about the importance of feeling the shot. Since you cannot see your shot, all
you can do is feel it. Feeling your shot increases your awareness of your body geometry and how good it
feels when correct.
The first step is to identify the feeling of strength and control that comes with good geometry It helps to
attach a visual by using a mirror or video. When I was a youngster, I did not have access to video, so I often
used a mirror. I would place a mirror on an easel in front of me so I could see what I looked like and make
adjustments to my shooting form. That way, I could combine my feel of the shot with a visual of how it
looked when I shot a good arrow I would also note how the sight pin reacted while aiming and during follow
through when I hit the sweet spot of my body geometry A good coach can certainly help you through this
process, but I strongly recommend the personal identity that comes with a visual reinforcement such as a
video or mirror.
When I was unable to practice due to bad weather, I would just draw my bow in the mirror at home trying to
hit the sweet spot over and over again while maintaining a good "T" shape to my bow arm, bow shoulder,
drawing hand, wrist, forearm and drawing arm elbow. Even though I was not able to shoot an arrow, I was
able to reinforce the feeling of strength, power and leverage you get when you do it correctly and attach a
visual at the same time.
Put good body geometry at the top of your list of importance and many other details will fall into place along
with it. just for fun, let's look at the parts of the shot that are affected by good "T" geometry.
They include:
• Decreased muscle tension through the use of good lever age. • Better movement and control through
the shot with a feeling of increased strength.

• Clicker almost goes off by itself.
• Bow arm feels like a solid post instead of a noodle (with out adding tension)
• Bow hand seems to fall into place
• Sight pin stays centered much easier
• Tension in the drawing arm is decreased improving your release
• Back tension falls upon the best muscles to use
• Powerful fluid follow through that moves toward the center of the target
Combine the three ingredients of a good coach, a mirror and video of the actual shot and you have a recipe for
success. Experience what it feels like when you hit the sweet spot of your body geometry and be able to
recognize the feeling under pressure. Deliberately experience the feeling on every shot and come to enjoy it.
Make feeling the power the highlight of your practice sessions.
I consider this step to be the most important part of the journey towards developing great shooting form and
tech nique. Even though the greatest archers today use many different techniques, good "T" geometry is one
of the few common grounds. See you on the shooting range.
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New Product News
By The Editor

American Whitetail's "CUBE" Target

American Whitetail Inc. announces a new
approach to archery targets. Using fully
bonded laminations, the Cube is the most
advanced foam target ever designed. The Cube
features all six sides as shooting surface for
100% use of the target. The bonded laminated
design eliminated the need for metal bands or
wood boards that can harm arrows.

American Whitetail's "Cube" Target

The Cube is offered in 14" and 20" thickness
and in 20", 24" and 30" sizes. No stand is
required for any model. The Cube stops both
broadheads and field points on both carbon and
aluminum arrows at any arrow speed while
offering easy arrow removal.
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Great Plains Traditional Bow Company presents "The
Paragon"

Introducing the new Olympic style, high performance target bow
from Great Plains. "The Paragon" is named for the total excellence
this custom target bow represents. This bow is not only beautiful,
it is also designed to shoot like the champion that it is.
"The Paragon" comes with a 23" riser, an offset sight window for
total center shot, a plunger rest adjustment, sight inserts, and a
stabilizer insert. The custom grip is a combination of comfort and
total control. Our custom target limbs are hand tuned to perfection.
"The Paragon" is available in fiberglass with maple wood cores or
carbon with maple wood cores.
This bow will be a winner on any archery course. For more
information about "The Paragon", contact; Great Plains Traditional
Bow Co., 314 W Foster, Pampa, TX, 79065 or call (806) 6655463.

Great Plains Traditional Bow
Company presents "The
Paragon"
Reflex Introduces the New Xpress

The hottest little bow in the Reflex line this year is the new Xpress. And make no
mistakes about why it's the hottest bow this year - it can flat-out fly Combined
with its extreme reflex design, the fluid performance of the Reflex cam and
unidirectional, laminated glass limbs, the Xpress cranks out an incredible 319 feet
per second. Or, go for the solo cam with the unidirectional laminated limbs, both
cams deliver speed for a flatter trajectory and increased penetration. And you get
all that speed without losing an ounce of accuracy.
Add in limb pockets that are engineered with tight tolerances for less limb vibration
and shift and a raised carbon cable guard and you have one fast, accurate bow In
fact, if you don't believe us, ask Phil Phillips, professional hunter and guide. The
Xpress is his choice of bows to shoot, whether he's hunting for Zebra in Africa or
Antelope in Colorado, he knows the Xpress is the bow he can count on when the
moment of truth arises.
This year Reflex is proud to announce that the Reflex line has moved into target
colors to complement their already extremely popular camo patterns. The Xpress
comes in the new Mossy Oak Shadow BranchTm and Realtree@ Xtra GreyTM
camos and the new target colors of Red Marble and Blue Marble.

Reflex Introduces
the New Xpress.
For a free Reflex Product Guide write to: Reflex, 543 N. Neil Armstrong Rd., SLC, UT 84116 or call (801)
363-2990.
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NAA News

1998 Junior U.S. Archery Team - Ladies

Established in 1995 by the National Archery Association
and chosen yearly, the junior United States Archery Team
Or. USAT) is comprised of 25 archers, ages 18 and under,
and is based on performance at designated ranking
tournaments during the year. Male and female teams are
chosen in both the Olympic and Compound bow divisions.
Each team consists of five archers 18 and under, and at
least one junior archer (15 and under).
The following are capsule summaries of the 1998 Jr.
USAT:
OLYMPIC BOW LADIES (1998 Highlights)

Leah Clawson

Leah Clawson, 17, (Evans City, PA)... second year on
USAT ... 1st at National Indoor ... 1st at junior World
Trials ... 2nd at National Outdoor... 2nd at junior Olympic
Outdoor... 4th at Junior Olympic Indoor... 35th at junior
World Championships... 45th at U.S. Open... set national
indoor record for 18-meter round (574)... set national
outdoor records for 60-meter round (326) and 50-meter
double round (626).
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Lorinda Cohen, 18, (Angola, NY)... third year on USAT ...
1st at National Outdoor ... 4th at National Indoor ... 5th at
junior World Trials ... 7th at Junior Olympic Indoor... 9th
at Junior Olympic Outdoor... 15th at U.S. Open ... set
national outdoor records for double FITA round (2486)
and 30-meter double round (677)... tied national outdoor
record for 60-meter double round (621).

Lorinda Cohen
Cherie Jones, 18, (McDonough, GA)... first year on USAT
... 3rd at National Outdoor ... 3rd at Junior Olympic
Outdoor ... 4th at junior World Trials ... 7th at National
Indoor ... 10th at Junior Olympic Indoor... 34th at junior
World Championships... 41st at U.S. Open... set national
outdoor record for 30 meters (343).

Cherie Jones
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Angela Moscarelli, 17, (Suisun City, CA) ... fourth year on
USAT ... 2nd at National Indoor ... 2nd at Junior Olympic
Indoor ... 3rd at junior World Trials ... 6th at National
Outdoor ... 6th at Junior Olympic Outdoor... 25th at junior
World Championships... 53rd at U.S. Open.

Angela Moscarelli
Susan King, 16, (Oxnard, CA)... second year on USAT ...
3rd at National Indoor ... 4th at National Outdoor... 6th at
junior World Trials... 7th at junior Olympic Outdoor... llth
at Junior Olympic Indoor... 30th at U.S. Open... tied
national outdoor records for 70-meter double round (575)
and 60-meter double round (621).

Susan King
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Amy Green (junior division member), 13, (Coventry,
CT)... first year on USAT... 1st at National Outdoor ... 1st
at National Indoor ... 1st at junior Olympic Outdoor... 3rd
at Junior Olympic Indoor... 12th at junior World Trials.

Amy Green
COMPOUND BOW LADIES (1998 Highlights)
Ashley Kamuf, 16, (Dale,IN)... third year on USAT... 1st
at junior World Championships... member of silver medal
team at junior World Championships...1st at National
Outdoor ... 1st at National Indoor ... 1st at junior Olympic
Indoor... 1st at junior Olympic Outdoor... 1st at junior
World Trials... 2nd at U.S. Open... set junior world record
for 18-arrow Elimination Match (171)...set national indoor
records for 18-meter round (583) and 18meter double
round (1157)... set national outdoor records for double
FITA round (2711), 70-meter double round (664) and
30meter double round (706).

Ashley Kamuf
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Christie Bisco, 16, (Raymond, ME)... second year on
USAT ... member of silver medal team at junior World
Championships ... 2nd at National Indoor ... 2nd at Junior
Olympic Indoor... 2nd at junior Olympic Outdoor ... 3rd at
National Outdoor ... 4th at junior World Trials ... 6th at
U.S. Open... 8th at junior World Championships... set
junior and senior world records for 12-arrow Final Match
(118) and 36-arrow Finals Total (340)... set national
outdoor records for 70-meter round (341) and 30- meter
round (355).

Christie Bisco
Mary Zorn, 16, (Warrenville, IL)... first year on USAT...
member of silver medal team at junior World
Championships... 2nd at National Outdoor ... 2nd at junior
World Trials ... 3rd at junior World Championships... 3rd
at Junior Olympic Outdoor... 4th at U.S. Open ... 4th at
National Indoor ... 4th at Junior Olympic Indoor... set
junior and senior world record for 50-meter round (346)...
set junior world record for FITA round (1362)... tied junior
world record for 60-meter round (344)... set national
outdoor records for 60-meter double round (676) and
50-meter double round (680).

Mary Zorn
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Katelyn Kuchenbrod, 14,(Armstrong, IL)... first year
on USAT... 3rd at junior World Trials... 4th at
National Outdoor... 5th at Junior Olympic
Outdoor...6th at National Indoor... 8th at Junior
Olympic Indoor... 10th at U.S. Open... 12th at junior
World Championships. E

Katelyn Kuchenbrod
Erin Thomas, 18, (Sylvania, OH) ... second year on
USAT ... 5th at junior World Trials ... 5th at National
Outdoor... 7th at junior Olympic Indoor ... 8th at
National Indoor ... 8th at Junior Olympic Outdoor...
9th at U.S. Open... tied J . unior world record for
60meter round (344).
Tara Griffitts (junior division member), 15, (Wichita,
KS)... first year on USAT ... 2nd at National Outdoor
... 2nd at National Indoor ... 2nd at Junior Olympic
Indoor... 3rd at Junior Olympic Outdoor.).
Congratulations Jr. USAT Members!

Erin Thomas
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NAA News

1998 Junior U.S. Archery Team - Men

OLYMPIC BOW GENTLEMEN (1998 Highlights)

Junior Sizemore, 16, (Morristown, TN) ... first year
on USAT ... 1st at National Indoor ... 1st at junior
World Trials ... 2nd at Junior Olympic Outdoor ... 3rd
at National Outdoor ... 15th at junior World
Championships... 17th at U.S. Open... set national
indoor records for 18meter round (584) and 18-meter
double round (1162)... set national outdoor record for
30-meter double round (688)... tied national out door
record for 70- meter round (322).

Junior Sizemore
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Brad Fiala, 17, (Chatham, NJ)... fourth year on
USAT... 1st at National Outdoor... 1st at Junior
Olympic Outdoor, 2nd at National indoor 2nd at
junior World Trials... 9th at Junior Olympic Indoor...
16th at junior World Championships... 19th at U.S.
Open... setnational outdoor records for double FITA
round (2510), 90-meter round (297), 90 meter double
round (582) an 70-meter double round...tied national
outdoor record for 70- meter round (322).

Brad Fiala
Michael Czech, 18, (Woodhaven, NY)... first year on
USAT ... 2nd at National Outdoor ... 3rd at junior
World Trials... 3rd at junior Olympic Indoor ... 5th at
National Indoor ... 9th at Junior Olympic
Outdoor...38th at junior World Championships... 58th
at the U.S. Open... set national outdoor record for 50meter double round (636).

Michael Czech
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Phillip Accetturo, 16, (Denver, CO)... second year on
USAT ... 4th at National Outdoor ... 4th at junior
Olympic Indoor... 4th at junior World Trials... 5th at
Junior Olympic Outdoor ... 8th at National Indoor ...
27th at U.S. Open... 49th at junior World
Championships.

Phillip Accetturo
Brent Bollman, 17, (Elma, NY)... third year on
USAT... 1st at Junior Olympic Indoor... 4th at junior
Olympic Outdoor ... 5th at National Outdoor ... 7th at
National Indoor ... 7th at junior World Trials ... 33rd at
U.S. Open.

Brent Bollman
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*John Burkett (junior division member) 15,
(West Middlesex, PA)... first year on USAT...
1st at National Indoor... 1st at junior Olympic
Indoor ... 2nd at National Outdoor ... 2nd at
Junior Olympic Outdoor.

John Burkett
*Kevin Ikegami (junior division member), 14,
(Tempe, AZ)... first year on USAT ... 1st at
National Outdoor ... 2nd at National Indoor ...
2nd at Junior Olympic Indoor... 3rd at junior
Olympic Outdoor... 25th at junior World
Trials.
*(Note that the Olympic Bow Gentlemen's
division has two junior division members. John
Burkett qualified as the top-ranked junior for
the year. Kevin Ikegami qualified by winning
the National Outdoor Championship in the
junior division).

Kevin Ikegami
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COMPOUND BOW GENTLEMEN (1998
Highlights
Walter Ruchniewski, Jr., 17, (Philadelphia, PA)... first
year on USAT... member of gold medal team at junior
World Championships that set junior world records for
3x9 Team Match (254) and 2x27 Finals Total (499)...
1st at National Outdoor... 2nd at junior World Trials...
2nd at National Indoor... 2nd at Junior Olympic
Outdoor... 3rd at junior World Championships... 7th at
Junior Olympic Indoor... 23rd at U.S. Open... set
national outdoor records for FITA round (1369),
double FITA round (2734), 90-meter double round
(653), 70-meter double round (680), 50meter round
(346) and 50-meter double round (691).

Walter Ruchniewski
Adam Wheatcroft, 16, (Clarkston, MI)... second year
on USAT... I st at junior World Championships...
member of gold medal team at junior World
Championships that set junior world records for 3x9
Team Match (254) and 2x27 Finals Total (499) ... 1 st
at junior World Trials ... 4th at National Outdoor ... 4th
at Junior Olympic Indoor... 4th at Junior Olympic
Outdoor... 8th at National Indoor... 12th at U.S. Open
... set junior world records for 90-meter round (335)
and 36-arrow Finals Total (336)... set national outdoor
record for 70-meter round (342).

Adam Wheatcroft
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Bruce Ramsey, Jr., 17, (McDonald, PA) ...
second year on USAT ... 1st at National Indoor
... 1st at Junior Olympic Indoor... 2nd at
National Outdoor... 3rd at Junior Olympic
Outdoor ... 7th at junior World Trials ... 17th at
U.S. Open... set junior world record for 30 meter
round with a perfect score of 360... set national
outdoor record for 30-meter double round (717).

Bruce Ramsey
Caleb Heller, 17, (Wilton, NH) ... second year on
USAT ... member of gold medal team at junior World
Championships that set junior world records for 3x9
Team Match (254) and 2x27 Finals Total (499)... 1st at
Junior Olympic Outdoor ... 3rd at National Outdoor ...
3rd at junior World Trials ... 5th at U.S. Open... 7th at
Junior World Championships.

Caleb Heller
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Shaun Fox, 17, (Sharon, PA)... first year on USAT ...
5th at National Outdoor ... 5th at National Indoor... 6th
at junior Olympic Outdoor ... 8th at junior World
Trials ... 12th at Junior Olympic Indoor... 19th at U.S.
Open.
Daniel DiCenzo (junior division member), 15, (Elma,
NY) ... first year on USAT... 1st at National Outdoor...
1st at National Indoor... 1st at Junior Olympic Indoor
... 2nd at Junior Olympic Outdoor... 10th at Junior
World Trials ... set national outdoor records for FITA
round (1413), 50-meter double round (694) and 40
meter double round (705) ... tied national outdoor
records for 40-meter round (355), 30-meter round (353)
and 20-meter round (359).
Congratulations Jr. USAT Members!

Daniel DiCenzo
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Sports Pyschology

It Never Hurts to Ask About Sports Psychology
By Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.

Lisa Franseen received her Ph.D. degree
from the University of Montana and is a
sport psychology consultant in Denver,
Colorado. She has provided applied mental
skills training to Olympic archers during
training camps, national and international
competitions and the 1996 Olympic Games
in Atlanta. Lisa also teaches sport
psychology for Level 3 and 4 Archery
Coaching Certification Courses. While
working with the United States Olympic
Committee, she specialized in the
development of mental skills programs and
performance enhancement with elite
individual athletes and teams which
included the U.S. Archery, Swimming, Judo
and Taekwondo resident teams.
Following the first article called "It Never
Hurts to Ask," in the May/June 1998 issue of Archery Focus, several archers mailed me questions about
their shooting experience from a mental perspective. I am now publishing these questions and answers.
Thank you contributors and keep those questions coming!

Dear Lisa,
I was reading a book recently on doing visualization. I decided it was probably a good idea to try it, but I
found it's harder to do than it seems. Like, sometimes when I try to visualize myself shooting a perfect shot,
the arrow flies around in the air totally out of my control and rarely hits the target. Is that normal? Also,
personally, I find doing visualization (like, at home) incredibly boring. Is there anything I can do to make it
more exciting?
-L.B. in LA
To L.B. in LA:
It is normal, when first trying to visualize, to have trouble controlling your image. That's why, like any other
skill, it takes practice. LOTS of it. To gain better control, you might want to try slowing down the image. So,
for example, imagine the arrow going towards the gold as slowly as it takes to actually reach the gold. If you
find the arrow keeps flying off, away from the target, slow down the image even more. Visualize as slowly as
it takes to be a perfect image, then slowly, slowly speed up your imagery. Eventually, you'll be able to
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visualize it at the speed it usually takes to hit the target. Also, be creative! Instead of aiming at a small gold
circle, 70 meters away, make the gold you're aiming at as big as a house. Then, as you gain control, make the
target smaller and smaller.
So, you find visualizing a boring task? You mean you'd rather be out shooting real arrows than at home doing
it in your mind? Well, you're not alone - I've heard this many times. Here's a few ideas:
Only visualize for a few minutes at a time, and build up your stamina from there. Visualization is, in itself, an
exercise in focus. Most of us can only focus for a few minutes, if not just seconds, without practice. Second,
have some goals with your visualization. What are you trying to accomplish? Make it specific (for example,
"I will visualize myself shooting 3 perfect shots at my next tournament and I am shooting against [fill in the
blank]").
Variety can make your visualization more interesting. Day One, visualizing perfect shots. Day Two,
recovering emotionally from poor shots. Day Three, starting a tournament feeling very nervous, but
maintaining control by doing some relaxation. Day Four, feeling confident at a huge tournament, regardless of
my performance. Et cetera.
Don't forget, too, to feel your emotional state (Nervous? Excited? Fearful?) and the movement of your
muscles, as well as any sounds, smells, and sights. The more "full" your image is, the more interesting it
becomes.

To Dr. Franseen,
I've been shooting for a few years now. I started because my dad has been shooting for forever and he really
wanted me to shoot with him. At first I really liked it and did pretty good, and my dad was more into his
own shooting than mine. But now, I'm starting not to like archery anymore because he puts so much pressure
on me to do better. He hardly shoots himself and, instead, is always right there behind me telling me what to
do. How can I tell him to back off? I don't want to hurt his feelings but I'm ready to quit! It's not fun
anymore like it used to be. Plus, archery is ALL we ever talk about, even at home around my mom and sister.
I'm sick of it!
-Can't Say but Need Help
To "Can't Say but Need Help":
I'm sorry to hear you're feeling pressured and that archery is not as fun as it used to be. Unfortunately, many
kids feel the way you do.
Keep in mind that your father might not even realize what he's doing. Most parents just want the best for
their child and think that what they're doing is best. Your dad might think he's being supportive of you by
giving you "great advice" and probably isn't aware of how you're feeling. As hard as it might be, you're going
to have to talk to your dad and let him know how you're feeling. It's only fair to him, especially if he's not
sure what he's doing. Talk to him off the archery field, just be as honest as you can, and try not to say it in a
critical way Talk about how he makes you feel (like, "I feel pressured to always do better when you're
standing behind me all the time, watching.) and that you're thinking about quitting because it's not fun
anymore.
You have a right to ask your father not to watch you shoot or to coach you. (He may, or may not, respect
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your request, but you still have a right to ask.) If your dad is your coach, you have a right to ask him for a
separate coach. Remind him that, in more cases than not, it doesn't work when a parent tries to coach their
child; at least, not in the long run. You also have a right to ask him not to constantly talk about archery,
especially at home. When I've worked with parents and their kids about this, we've agreed to always let the
child start talking about their sport first.
It will help if you tell him what you do want ("to have fun") and how he can support you; don't just tell him
what he's doing wrong. And if you hurt his feelings? Well, as cold as it may seem, that's his problem. You're
not responsible for his feelings. He's an adult and can figure it out. We all know that parents are supposed to
teach their children, but we forget that children also teach their parents! Good luck and let me know what
happens.

Dear Shrink,
I've always thought that sport psychology and mental skills were a bit of a hoax. I either didn't read your
articles in the Archery Focus, or did so with much skepticism. There was something you wrote about that hit
close to home, however, and I actually started doing relaxation to help calm me down for tournaments. I've
been competing for over fifteen years and have always gotten really nervous. Well, I have to admit that I'm
even more of a skeptic now because, at my last competition, I felt more nervous than ever! How come I
couldn't relax? I thought I'd write and ask before giving up on the concept of mental skills altogether.
- Forever Skeptic
To "Forever Skeptic":
Thanks for your honesty I'm also impressed that you tried writing me instead of nixing the whole idea of
relaxation. There are a couple of thoughts I have. First, have you practiced relaxation training enough to be
competent at it in high- anxiety situations? Knowing how to relax in the safety and comfort of your home is
quite different than when you are trying to perform. I also know archers who only practice relaxation at
tournaments. Unfortunately, this doesn't work. It would be much like expecting yourself to shoot well
without having learned how to shoot a bow! So, perhaps you need to keep practicing for a while before it
works. Practice getting fully relaxed (using a relaxation tape if you have one) at least four or five times a week
for several weeks before you try it on the field. Make sure, too, that you're breathing correctly Full, deep
breathing is the key to successful relaxation, especially the exhalation (breathing out).
Second, remember that if you've been getting nervous for competitions for over 15 years then you won't "fix"
the problem in just a couple of weeks. Your nervousness, at this point, may be like trying to break a bad
habit. Sometimes it might feel like you have the problem solved-, other times it might feel like you're right
back where you started. But "perseverance will prevail where all others will fail."
Third, I should mention that there are times when even mental skills are unsuccessful because the shooter is
trying too hard to make them work. If you are a high-achieving, hard-driven archer, always doing whatever if
takes to improve, then even mental skills training can become a source of pressure to shoot better. It's as
though we are saying in a competition, "Gosh, now that I know how to relax, I have to score higher than last
time." Of course, as soon as we say this, we get nervous and our scores go down. Physical skills or mental
skills alike, we must learn them as well as we can. Beyond this, it is required of us to let go and allow
ourselves to perform the skills.

Dear Lisa,
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I have been competing as an Olympic Archer for the past 6 years. When I was competing for a place on the
'96 Olympic team I was shooting 1250-1300, but at the final shooting selection I totally lost it and shot only
1128. Ever since then, I simply can't get up and shoot anywhere close to my personal best. As a result, all of
my expectations for the 2000 Olympics look very gloomy at the moment. At one stage I was considering
giving up the sport and relaxing ... because the more I fight it, the more it develops to a nightmare. Would you
have any words of advice?
-"J. morose Australia"
Dear J. morose Australia,
Don't despair! If you once shot 1250 to 1300, and assuming nothing in your form or equipment has changed
(DO check that out with your coach), then you can be confident this is not a lack of physical skill. It seems
like a good time to look at your mental skills and attitudes.
Assuming you know, and use successfully, all the basic mental "tools" (e.g., relaxation, visualization, positive
self-talk, etc.) it might be worth becoming more aware of your expectations. Without knowing you, there
might be some perfectionism getting in the way? Being hard on yourself when you don't meet your
expectations? If so, this alone will keep your scores down. Make sure you have very specific, immediate and
short-term goals, not just long-term, like what you want to accomplish in today's practice or your next
tournament. And is there maybe some conflict created in your personal life if you become really successful in
archery? if so, that will need to be worked out before you can move on.
I actually like your self-advice of relaxing with it and having fun again, as that really is the foundation on
which to build. Your gutinstinct knows best and it's your analytic head that won't listen and seems to have
something to "prove." But, if it's all pressure and no fun, you won't get far! Taking a break is NOT quitting it is showing wisdom. Good luck!
If you have a question of Dr. Lisa Franseen, you can ask her by writing The Archery Focus, c/o Lisa
Franseen, 5051 Garrison St., #3, Wheat Ridge, CO, 80033, or e-mail at franseen@pol.net.
You may get your question answered in a future issue of this magazine. Any published questions will remain
anonymous and confidential. She will do her best to answer all unpublished questions by mail. Please include
your name, address, phone number, and e-mail address, if you have one.
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Hunting

Choosing & Using Broadheads
By Chuck Adams

Shooting broadheads and shooting target points are worlds apart.
When it comes to gear selection and tuning, you can get away with
a lot when using streamlined heads without blades. You can get
away with nothing when using broadheads.
With increasing popularity of fast bows, overdraw setups and
very light arrows, good broadhead accuracy has become more
difficult to achieve. Severe air pressure against fixed blades at
speeds above 150 feet per second makes broadheads prone to dart
and dive even on calm days from bows that are reasonably well
tuned. In hunting situations, cross-breezes often blow, bows
sometimes drift out of tune, and consistent shooting form is
compromised by cold weather, fatigue or excitement. The direct
result with a fixed-blade head is frustrating erratic flight.
The need for speed in 3-D archery tournaments and the desire for
speed by some bowhunters has painted modern hunting archers in
a corner. If they do not opt for heavier and slower shafts with
larger, somewhat spiraled fletching for stability, they are forced to
use mechanical, open-on-impact broadheads that fly more or less
like same-weight field points.
The trouble is, mechanical heads are not perfect. In more than half of the 60 or so animals I have seen shot
with mechanical broadheads, these failed to open, failed to penetrate well, or failed to hold up under impact
with bone. I'm happy to report that the latest mechanical designs from New Archery Products, Barrie
Archery, Satellite and other top companies now open consistently. Likewise, such heads are stronger than
ever before. But at their best, mechanical heads still squander 25 - 50 percent of an arrow's penetrating energy
simply to open up. The butterfly action of these heads plus their long noses combine to create very high
penetrating friction. Because blades are not supported at the rear when open, these tend to fold or snap on
impact with bone ... even heavy ribs. Compared to fixed-blade broadheads, mechanicals simply are not very
strong.
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The last five whitetail deer I saw bagged by
archers provide a perfect example of what I
mean. Three were taken by mechanical heads
from bows drawing about 70 pounds. Two
deer were bagged with three-blade,
conventional heads, also from bows in the 70pound draw-weight class. One twoblade
mechanical head entered on a perfect vertical
plane, sliced between ribs on both sides and
exited the deer. Both three-blade mechanicals
hit ribs, penetrated less than 10 inches and
ended up with all blades bent or broken.
By comparison, consider the two deer shot by
1-1/8 inch threeblade conventional heads. Both
broadheads cut ribs on both sides, yet
penetrated completely through. When
recovered in the dirt, both heads were perfectly
intact with blades unbent and unbroken.
All five deer dropped quickly from chest hits,
but the two without exit wounds went farther and left almost no blood on the ground. That is not good.
I believe the best-designed mechanical heads are okay for deersized animals provided you refrain from taking
sharply angled shots that require especially deep penetration. After all, such heads are accurate and you
cannot kill what you cannot hit. But for larger game like big black bear, caribou and elk, I strongly discourage
the use of mechanical broadheads. Sure, these work on broadside, ribcage shots from extra-powerful bows,
but fixed-blade heads penetrate deeper and hold up better in truly large game. Quicker kills and better blood
trails result.
From extensive testing, I know that any full-size fixed-blade broadhead with three or four blades can be made
to fly with good hunting accuracy There are a number of keys to such success.
First, use heavier arrows to keep projectile speeds below 260 fps. Use larger helical fletching to rotate the
arrow during flight. Lower speed reduces uneven air pressure on broadhead blades, and arrow rotation further
stabilized flight.
Second, install broadheads to straight shafts with straight nocks. Crooked arrows never shoot broadheads
well.
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Third, align broadheads with hunting shafts. One way is
spinning each complete arrow on its nose like a child's toy
top. If you can see wobble where shaft and broadhead meet,
the head is not on straight. A better way, in my experience
is spinning arrows across rollers or V-blocks. if broadhead
ferrule or tip wobbles, the arrow will not fly well.
Start with a pile of broadheads and a pile of shafts. Mix and
match until you have a quiver full of perfect spinners.
Fourth, tune your hunting bow exactly Forget old wives'
tales about broadheads having a "mind of their own". if you
tune with a target point of matching weight and balance to
your chosen broadhead and use a precise step-by-step
method like my own Chuck Adams Tuning Kit, you can get
broadheads to fly well and achieve point of impact identical
to that of target points. This I can guarantee.

Fixed-blade heads like the one shown
here are stronger than mechanical
heads because blades are rigidly
supported at the rear

The keys to broadhead tuning are using a weight-balanced
practice point like the Satellite Match Point - never a
common steel field point - and tuning exactly A bow and
arrow even slightly out of tune will not cut the mustard with
a broadhead. Small tuning troubles will make a big difference,
ruining groups and sending broadhead shafts left, right, high
or low of target points.

Although mechanical broadheads are less touchy than fixedblade heads, they should also be installed and
tuned with care to yield accurate, deep-penetrating flight at high speeds.
Here are general rules for selecting fixed or mechanical broadheads.
First, choose heads that provide 10 - 15 percent front-of- center (FO.C.) arrow balance. For arrows with a
total weight over 500 grains, this usually means broadheads weighing 110 140 grains. For arrows under 500
grains, heads from 85 to 110 grains work best.
Second, shoot a popular, time-tested broadhead brand. This ensures consistent head weight and precision
manufacture. Cut- rate broadheads with sloppy tolerances never fly well.
Third, use a three-blade or four-blade head for maximum tissue disruption in game. I dislike twoblade heads
because they cut a slit rather than a hole. This means less vital damage and less blood loss to the ground.
Marketing studies show that most American hunters shoot fixed, three-blade broadheads. These fly best with
average bow tuning and average shooting skill. Four-blade heads can be tricky to tune and shoot because they
have 25 percent more air- deflecting surface on the blades.
Finally, avoid heads with thin fragile blades. I prefer fixed heads with blades at least .020 inch thick
preferably .025 inch. The most durable mechanical heads have blades at least .030 inch thick. Remember:
Mechanical blades are not supported at the rear.
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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Top accuracy and performance from broadheads never happens by accident. You must know how to select,
install and fine-tune these specialpurpose points.
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Equipment Review - Recurve

Put your hand on the bow and Feel The Power
By George Tekmitchov

George is a senior development engineer for Easton Technical Products and a member of the Hoyt international staff. He has been
known to shoot a bow, occasionally. Any agreement between this article and the views of his employer is pure coincidence.
This issue, instead of me pontificating on a subject, I thought I would treat you to the views of some of my friends on a very important
but little understood subject- bow feel. The feel of the bow is controlled by a long list of factors. This list includes, in no particular order:

Riser Geometry: Affects balance and follow through.
Riser Material: Affects sound resonance and vibration damping.
Brace Height: Affects effective power stroke, sound, vibration and limb action.
Tiller: Affects limb synchronization and movement.
Riser Design: Can affect vibration damping, resonance, balance.
George Tekmitchov - Senior development engineer
for Easton Technical Products

Draw Length: Affects vibration generation and limb action.
Limb Geometry: Affects energy transfer, resonance, oscillation, limb action.
Limb Material: Affects limb mass, vibration damping, limb acceleration.
String Material, Weight, and Number of Twists: Affects energy transfer to the arrow, limb resonance, vibration
damping, sound.
Arrow Mass: Affects bow reaction, sound, residual energy in bow after shot.
Stabilizers: Affect vibration propagation and damping, balance, sound, reaction of the bow.
Damping Devices: Affect sound, vibration damping and vibration propagation.
Grip style, Design and Location: Affects preload of forces which lead to bow movement during and after the shot.
Top archers manipulate all of these factors to produce what they desire in the bow's overall "feel". I asked some top
archers what "feel" they are looking for in a bow. Here are their direct quotes.
Denise Parker, 1988 Olympic Bronze Medalist.
Bow: Hoyt Elan
"I like a bow that's punchy. One that just wants to snap out of my hand when I shoot it. The riser is important. When the
bow wants to jump toward the target, it tells me it was a good, clean shot. It's part of the feedback that tells me "I did it
right".

Jay Barrs, 1988 Olympic Gold Medalist, Multiple World
Field Champion.
Bow: Hoyt Avalon
"I want my bow to come out of my hand straight. I don't
like a lot of vibration. I don't like that "tinny" feeling you
get with some bows. It's a feel thing even though it really
doesn't affect anything. I want more of a "thunk" than a
"ping". That's why I use TFCs. (Torque Flight
Compensators) I don't depend on the bow for feedback so
much, my form tells me more of a story"

Jay Bars - 1988 Olympic Gold Medalist, Multiple
World Field Champion
Rick McKinney, Multiple Olympic Medalist, Multiple
World Champion.
Bow: Green Horn Diamond

Rick Mckinney - Multiple Olympic Medalist,
Multiple World Champion
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/MarchApril99~Article4/go

"I like to use some energy absorption equipment like a
Doinker. I don't like the feel you get without a
compensator. I have yet to find a stabilizer I was happy
with without the addition of some kind of rubber damper
device. I don't like the bow to move away bottom first. I do
like it to roll but only after it leaves my hand. Too much
weight on the bottom like you commonly see nowadays
makes it jump out too soon. Having the bow move evenly
lets me complete the shot mentally and physically,
otherwise subconsciously I will try to make it act that way,
which hurts my confidence."
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Butch Johnson, 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist
Bow: Hoyt Elan
"I don't pay a lot of attention to how the bow feels. If the
bow shoots in the middle, I like it. That's the bottom lineif
it hits the middle I don't care how it feels.
I always add a little weight but with no v-bars, my bow is
probably lighter than most. (Butch uses a single front rod
and a 12 ounce weight on the bottom of the bow, attached
to the front of the riser, the front being the part you are
looking at at full draw) I liked the feel of the (Hoyt) Radian
better than the GM (Hoyt Gold Medalist). Maybe a more
solid feel, definitely liked it better, but I can't describe it.
I'm shooting the (Hoyt) Elan right now. Simplicity is good.
Butch Johnson - 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist
I like a quiet bow definitely. If it's noisy something's
wrong. A quiet bow seems more efficient. Keep it simple. It's personal preference. Feel of the grip and things like that but
riser to riser I can't say I have seen a lot of differences."
Don Rabska, Top archer, coach, and bow technician.
Bow: Hoyt Avalon
"I like a bow that's reactive, one that punches cleanly and quickly I don't like a twang, I like a thunk, that punches
directly toward the target. That gives me feedback, telling me I did the shot right. It tells me it was a clean shot, toward
the target. It's not just the riser, it's the whole package. I like the feel of the Avalon, as far as how it reacts and comes out
of my hand. I feel it gives me a better connection, it tells me if I shot a good shot or not." Tim Strickland, Top level coach
(to Denise Parker, Rod White and Butch Johnson, among others) and archer.

Ed Eliason, 1972 Olympian, top archer
Bow: Hoyt Elan
"I'm looking for a bow that's not harsh when I let go, soft,
like well cushioned. When I put my hand in the bow, it's
gentle like you're grabbing a chicken or baby rabbit. I
want it to feel strong, have a singing sound when you let
go. No horizontal movement, the handle is perfectly
straight and still.

Ed Eliason - 1972 Olympian, top archer

The stabilizer may ;bounce up a little, but the stabilizer
and (sight) pin must go straight towards the target. That's
why I like the weight of the stabilizer towards the top of the
bow. That way the top and bottom of the bow go together,
and the center of my hand stays the same. The grip stays
in the same line as my hand. When I let go the mark on my
hand (Ed has a line tattoed on the web between thumb and
forefinger) stays with the mark on the bow. A perfect
straight line. I don't want any horizontal movement at all,
that bugs the living crap out of me. I work hours and

hours to get it straight."
As you can see, there's some different views on how these top shooters use feel in executing the shot, but these and other
top shooters have some important common views:
All have definite feelings about the role of feel in the success of their shot.
All want the bow to leave their hand straight toward the target. Most want the bow to give them some feedback.
Most don't want a lot of mass weight.
Most work at getting the feel they want through manipulation of the factors mentioned at the head of this article.
Next time, we will examine some specifics ways to improve the feel of your bow and get it to work the way YOU want.
Until then, shoot well!
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Equipment Review - Compound

Sights for Compounds
By George Chapman

George Chapman, a premier archery coach,
is a former professional archer, bowhunter
and has been in organized archery for over
50 years. George has coached over 100
national and world champions and helped
many others to bring their archery skills to
the next level. In PSA schools alone, he has
coached over 2500 students, both in
competitive archery and bowhunting.
While preparing this article, I was reminded of
a problem that sight manufacturers faced in the
late 60's and early 70s, which was the
introduction of the compound bow. The bow
released so much energy that the sight would
not stay together. Everything that was
mounted on the bow wanted to shake apart.
Now, the sight manufacturers are faced with
CHEK-IT
the same problem with the high performance
bows of today. with this in mind, I contacted three sight manufacturers to see how they have faced this
problem and what you, the consumer, want in a sight. After surveying many archers from the beginner to the
pro ranks, these are the results.
For the beginner, the cost of a sight was the number one concern. In sights, more than most other accessories,
you truly get what you pay for. That is why the sight manufacturers usually have a top-end and a lowend
sight. The entry-level shooter wanted an inexpensive sight that also looks good where the more meticulous
shooter demands more than price. They want a sight to meet certain criteria, close tolerances, light but strong,
one that won't move on the shot, micro-adjustment for the windage and elevation and a way to adjust all
three axis of the level (for shooting up and down hills and something, I believe, everyone should have on their
sight.) They want a sight that is easy to mount, good instructions, a good warranty and a warning of
problems that may occur.
The three sight manufacturers I am going to review are, Chek- It, a sight manufacturer which has been around
the longest, Toxonics, another favorite for tough durable compound sights and Sure-Loc, who has probably
set the standards for the sight industry in recent years.
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We'll start with Chek-It, a company that has
satisfied thousands of customers with a high
quality product. Chek-It has sights from the
low end to top end with very good instructions
on how to mount the sights and use them.
The low-end sight (1b3) has micro-adjustment
elevation but not windage. It is a very easy
sight to adjust and is tailored to the entry to
mid-skill level shooter. It is a very good sight
and is not too heavy. This sight will take an
8/32 aperture scope or pin. It is a very good
sight for the price.
Chek-Its top of the line sight (S9010) comes
with a long or short bar and an extension in
two lengths. Both sights have two axis leveling
adjustments, neither has the 3rd axis capability
CHEK-IT
To level the S9010 sight, you have to shim the
mount, but the sight does come with very good instructions for assembly. As far as any warnings, it has
none. This sight has micro- adjustment for windage and elevation. It is also equipped for larger movement,
you only need to hold the release tab in to move it up and down. This adjustment system allows you to
make large adjustments very quickly and easily These sights have a great warranty on them. Sights are
available in black or silver. I think this is an excellent sight for the entry level to the professional level
shooter.

The next sight company I want to review is
Toxonics. Toxonics is one of the top sights
used by professionals. They have the low end
model (1400) which has really close tolerances
for a low-end sight. It has two axis leveling and
has micro adjust windage movement, but no
elevations (you have to loosen it to slide it up
or down). It comes with a threaded sight pin
which has a quick release system for moving it.
This particular sight comes with a warning.
The instructions say if any unwanted
movement occurs, use lock-tite. I would
recommend mounting sights with lock-tite
#242, which is blue in color. It won't vibrate
loose, but if you want to change the sight to
another bow, you can do it using the 242. This
kind of problem is more common than you
might think with high performance bows. They
TOXONICS
release a lot of energy and once in a while you
might have a problem with the sight shaking loose. When you assemble the sight, you don't want to use
lock-tite except for mounting.
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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The high-end Toxonics sight is the model 5000. This sight has micro-adjust elevation and micro-adjust
windage. This sight comes with two leveling adjustments. It doesn't come with a third axis adjustment. There
is one warning on the sight and that is to not tighten the clamp that holds the barrel for the windage
adjustment too tight. If you get it too tight, you will bend it and lose your windage adjustment left and right.
lt just needs to be snug. The instructions are good and complete. They show a break away of all the parts and
how they are assembled in case.
The Naildriver is the sight most top level archers and professionals use. As I said, you get what you pay for,
and sights have come a long way. With the high performance compound bows, the sight manufacturer has
more problems, they have to build a sight that is tougher, looks good and doesn't weigh a lot. The Naildriver
has all three axis leveling adjustments and has excellent micro-adjustment systems for all directions. The
weight is much heavier, but is very standard for this level of a sight. The Naildriver is easy to assemble and to
keep assembled. You just get "more bang for the buck" as they say.

The third company is C.S. Gibbs who
manufactures the Sure-Loc sight. Sure-Loc has
probably raised the sight standards more than
any one manufacturer and they have even
included some aero- space technology into
their sight. They have special threads that do
not need the use of lock-tite. They advertise
that this sight won't shake loose. A lot of that
is due to the special threads they use. These
are the same type of threads used in the space
shuttle. They also used aero-space technology
when they lightened the bar and still
maintained strength that was needed. All
Sure-Loc sights have micro elevation and micro
adjustable windage. They have a mounting
block so you can use an upper cable guard and
come in silver or black. The sight has the 3rd
axis leveling adjustment and is available in 8/32 or 10/32 sizes.

SURE-LOC

A new addition to Sure-Loc sights is the accessories that go with their line. They have a five-pin attachment
and a three- pin attachment that have fiber optic pins. The five-pin attachment has brass pins and additional
pins you can put on. With microadjustability, it makes a very good hunting sight for people who shoot
competition with hunting type equipment.
All three of these manufacturers produce very fine sights. I would recommend them to any shooter. I think
what you have to do when you're deciding on a sight is to go with what you feel good about. These sight
manufacturers have been in business quite sometime. I think all three of these sight companies, at least the
top end of their line, don't have a problem with the sight moving when shooting high performance compound
bows.
Archery has given me the opportunity to compare a lot of products and I know a lot of archers who use
different products. Now it's up to the companies to convince you to buy one or the other. I don't think you
can go wrong on any of these products. If you have any questions, please contact me, 6649 N. Montrose
Drive, Tucson, AZ 85741. Thanks, until next time.
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Compound Tech 300

Limb Matching and Its Effects
By Larry Wise

WHAT IS LIMB MATCHING:

Limb matching is one step in fine tuning your
compound bow It involves measuring the static prebend
and dynamic bend of each limb to determine if they are
performing near equal amounts of work when launching
an arrow If, by some standard, they are not working
near the same then some action must be taken to
improve the match-up and thereby improve the
limb-pair performance.
HOW IS IT DONE AND WHAT IS THE
STANDARD:

I've been measuring my limb pairs for over fifteen years
and making adjustments to that pair to improve aiming
and grouping. I begin after my bow is assembled and
put through a basic tuning process. At that point I
know some of the aiming traits of the bow; is it aiming low or high or just moving all over the target.
If so, I measure the prebend of each limb with a carpenter or roofing square. Placing the long edge of the
square along the flat butt end of the limb, I measure perpendicular to the axle in the wheel (fig. 1). This
distance tells the amount the limb is bent when it is in brace position before the bow is drawn. Measure to
the nearest sixteenth or the nearest tenth depending on the scale used on your square and record the
measurements in a notebook for future reference.
Next measure the limb bend at full draw (fig.2) by placing your bow in a winch and scale rig. Once again
measure to the smallest scale on your square and record the measurements. In most cases the limb that bent
less at brace will bend less at full draw but exceptions do occur.
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INFORMATION ASSESSMENT:

Now that the data has been collected you have
to determine what it means. First of all, are the
two prebend measurements less than one tenth
of an inch apart? If so, they should provide
good performance although I would prefer to
have the stiffer limb, the one with less
prebend, on the bottom of the bow Usually
this placement gives better groups than when
the stiffer is on top.
If the prebend measurements are more than a
tenth apart then the limb matchup may not be
so good. In general, I find that these kinds of
limbs won't aim steady or shoot tight groups.
You may get very good arrow flight from them
and feel very comfortable shooting them but
they won't be tight groupers. Others with
Static tip deflection is measured while the bow ia at
unmatched limbs won't aim still and no matter
rest.
what you do they won't settle in the middle of
the aiming spot.
CORRECTION STEPS:
If the top limb is the stiffer, swap the limbs to get the stiffer on the bottom. Now recheck the prebend of
both limbs to see if the new bottom limb is stiffer than the top limb. Don 't be alarmed if it is not, that often
happens when the limbs are swapped. Record the measurements you take and shoot test the new limb
pairing to note its aiming and grouping characteristics. The new paring will either be closer in prebend or
worse than before.
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If they're closer in prebend measurements you
should experience an improvement in overall
bow performance so shoot test thoroughly If
they're not closer then you'll have to decide
which pairing actually shoots the best but, of
course, you'd do that anyway.
The other options for poorly matched limbs
are to replace them. A reminder here that
tillering limbs by changing weight adjustment
bolts will not make one limb bend more or less
relative to the other limb. Only shaving some
material from one of the surfaces of a limb will
do that. Replacing limbs should be considered
if the pair you have just won't group or aim
well. Be sure to consult an expert shooter
before you make that decision. Maybe that
shooter will find a form flaw you have that is
the real cause of the bad groups.

Dynamic tip deflection is measured while the bow ia
at drawn.
If you plan to get more limbs then buy one or two that are bend- tested to be the same as the pair you
already have. You then have four limbs with similar stiffness values and can build twelve different bows.
That is, you have four choices for the top limb and then three choices (the remaining limbs) for the bottom
limb. if you label each limb and record the prebend values of each pair you test you'll systematically find the
best of those twelve pairs. Shoot test each pair and record the results. Yep, it takes time but if you want top
results you have to work harder and smarter.
The bottom line of all this work is better groups. Keep that in mind as you progress through the limb pair
testing. In general, the better limb pairs have the stiffer limb on the bottom and the two limbs are within
one-tenth on an inch in prebend.
Shoot straight, keep well.
Larry Wise,
Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow And Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting Your 3-D Bow

They are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678, Mifflintown, PA 17059.
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Compound Tech 200

Leveling Your Bow Sight for Up and Down Hill Shooting
By John Dudley

Is your bubble costing you points?
Chances are it is. I watched many people
struggle on courses with serious terrain, and I
believe it was mostly due to their sight bubble.
There are many different ways to level your
sight, most of which, I've found, unfortunately
don't work.
I have been lucky enough to find a method of
leveling my bowsight which I've been using
now for two years, which has worked
flawlessly. In this article I would like to share
it with you. I can honestly say that it has
increased my scores on courses with severe
terrain. If you are having trouble with right and
left shots on up and down hill shoots, it is
Once the sight level system is attached to the head
probably due to your bubble. When a sight is
of the sight , you will need to level the scope to
not leveled properly the bubble will not remain
match the head.
centered when tilted up or down. Thus, in
order to center the bubble, the shooter must cant the bow to bring the bubble back to the center. This
inconsistent canting of the bow causes these left and right arrows. To properly level your sight, you will
need to level two things, the sight head to the scope and then the scope to the 3rd axis.
To get started, you will need a level that can be attached directly to the head of the sight. (By head I am
referring to the part of a sight on which the scope travels up and down.) I have really grown fond of the sight
leveling system made by Specialty Archery Products. It enables a person to fasten a level directly on the
head allowing your hands to be free for adjusting. Leveling a sight can sometimes be frustrating, so just try to
remain patient if it takes some time.
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To begin, fasten a level to the head of the sight. Once there is a level
on the head, you will need to adjust the scope up or down so that
the bubble on the head as well as the bubble on the scope match
perfectly This is one of the most important parts to this procedure.
It will make this process a lot easier if it is performed on a level
surface. Make sure that the scope bubble does not move once you
have tightened all screws back down.
After you have leveled the scope to the head, you will then need to
adjust the 3rd axis to the scope bubble. The 3rd axis is an
adjustment that is made to move your scope perfectly square with
your arrow. Picture an imaginary line running through your scope.
This line needs to be perfectly square to an arrow sitting on the rest.
The 3rd axis adjustment will allow the scope to move either towards
you or away from you.
This process is usually a guessing game. Once you have moved the
scope to the position that you think is square, then lightly tighten
the 3rd axis screws. Now you have to test it. This is done by
attaching the level back on the head of the sight. Tilt the sight up
and check to see if both the bubble on the scope and the bubble on
the head remain center. Then tilt the sight down, checking the same When the sight head, scope and
3rd axis are all adjusted
thing. If the scope bubble is not square, it will not stay center with
the head. Make adjustments to the 3rd axis until both bubbles match properly, both bubbles will
remain centered when pointed
in all positions.
up or down.
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The 3rd axis has everything to do with how
your bubble reacts to up and down angles.
When the 3rd axis is not adjusted properly, the
bubble will move in one direction when
pointed up and then in the opposite direction
when pointed down. A shooter that is unaware
of this, will cant their bow to get the bubble
back to center. Again, causing an arrow to hit
inconsistently.
All sights have different adjustability and some
don't even offer the 3rd axis option. The sight
that is pictured is the Sure-Loc. It has a 3rd
axis attachment that is connected directly to
the scope and is easy to adjust. Other sights I
have seen have the 3rd axis on the extension
bar. If you are unaware if your sight has the
3rd axis adjustability, ask your local dealer or
call the manufacturer.
The 3rd axis system allows the scope head to move
back and forth. When adjusted properly the scope
will be square with the arrow.

Now that your sight head, scope and 3rd axis
are all level, you can adjust the extension bar
according to how you cant the bow. Some
people prefer to shoot with a natural cant. As long as the scope, head and 3rd axis all match, then it doesn't
matter how you cant the head on the extension bar. To do this, loosen the two screws holding the sight to the
extension bar and cant the whole sight to the position at which your bow is level once full drawn. It's always
good to re-tighten all screws and also re-check all bubbles before you go to the field.
This system has proven itself over and over for me. I'm positive that you can improve your shooting if you
don't have to fight the bubble. If you don't have a sight that offers the 3rd axis system, you probably want to
get one. Good luck and good shooting.
The Kidd
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Compound Tech 100

The Scoop on String Things
By Drew Wilcox

Most archers who have been shooting for a while, are familiar
with the different performance accessories available to today's
archer. However, there are many new archers, as well as a few
veterans, that are unaware of some of the smaller accessories
or aides out there that can help you get the best performance
out of your bow. In this installment of Compound 100, we're
going to introduce you to a few of the nifty gadgets and tools
designed for your bowstring.
We are all familiar with the basic peep sight, so we really
won't dwell there very long, just keep in mind that there is a
wide selection of peeps to choose from, so finding one to fit
your particular shooting needs will be relatively easy.
Nock sets - Most archers are using a brass nocking point that
crimps onto the string. This is the most common style of
nock primarily because they are very easy to work with,
install quickly and are extremely economical. In recent years,
however, I have been seeing more and more archers using a
tied-on nock set. Tied-on nocks are easy to install, it's a series
Draw Loops
of overhand knots on alternating sides of the bowstring. Any
decent strength thread will work, but end serving material such as number four nylon is more common.
Simply continue to lay knot upon knot, until you've reached your desired length. Then simply finish with a
square knot, then cut and fuse the loose ends.
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Draw loops - Draw loops have been rapidly
gaining in popularity both with the
competitive, and hunting archer, and have been
found to help make your set up more accurate
while generating better arrow flight. The
primary reason for this is that the tension that
was generated by the release aide on the
bowstring, under the arrow, is transferred
directly behind the arrow, redistributing the
tension, evenly balancing the load without
influencing the arrow.
Installing a rope style loop is relatively easy,
it's just a matter of tying on a length of release
rope to your string, using a basic knot. If
you've never tried tying a string loop before, I
would strongly suggest having your local pro
shop show you the first one. Remember, that
Draw Loops
loop is holding all the tension of the bow's
energy while you're drawing the bow and executing your shot. if it comes undone ... well, let's just say you
could be visiting your dentist before your next scheduled checkup.

More recently, we have been seeing a few
high-tech variations of string loops appear.
Manufacturers have been putting a lot of
thought and craftsmanship into designing safe,
precision engineered, easy to work with
devices that really take the guess work out of
working with loops.
The UltraNok II from Quality Archery
Designs is a fantastic example of these well
thought practical devices. It's computer
designed, CNC machined quality, helps to
insure great performance, longevity and
consistency, while greatly reducing the
physical risk you may face with the
conventional rope loop.
Kisser buttons - Kisser buttons have been
Ultra Nok II
traditionally thought of as a recurve accessory,
but compound archers can find them to be extremely useful. Kissers help lock in your form with an
additional reference point. Again, there is a wide selection of kissers out there to choose from, so getting the
right feel. and affect will be easy. One thing to keep in mind, depending on which governing body rules you're
playing by, you may not be able to use both a kisser and a peep at the same time, so you may want to check
with your local official before you start to experiment.
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Nock cushions & String weight - Nock
cushions are employed by archers who are
shooting conventional nock sets, whose releases
have a tendency to push the arrow off the string.
The cushion simply provides a barrier between
the arrow and the release to insure the arrow
stays on the string where it belongs. Another
very popular activity lately is for archers to load
up the ends of their strings near their cams in
efforts to increase the speed of their bow.
Fortunately for us, Neet Archery Products
designed the Eliminator Buttons, which can
serve the purpose of a nock cushion as well as a
device to add weight to your string. You do need
to remove the string in order to install a set of
eliminator buttons, but once installed there are
no crimps or ties to deal with. Simply slide them
into the desired position, this makes fine tuning
a breeze.
Nock Cushions
Well, that's all I have for you this time, as
always, if you have any questions, or would like to know more about the little things that can help to
increase your bow's performance, stop in and spend a minute or two with the folks at your local pro shop.
They'll be more than happy to show you their personal favorites and get you going in the right direction.
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Ulmer's 3-D Tip

Developing a Shot Plan
By Randy Ulmer

Even if you can't seem to improve your shooting
ability or your yardage estimating ability, you can
still improve your scores by playing smarter.
Other sports have plays and game strategies. You
need something similar in 3-D archery: the shot
plan. A shot plan is basically a series of decisions,
followed by the shot execution based on those
decisions.

The following shot plan should take no longer than
one minute; most of it can be done while the other
shooters in your group are shooting:

1. Judge the distance.
2. Set your sight (not necessarily set on
the distance judged).
3. Determine the safety zones and the
danger zones.
4. Look for hazards to avoid.
5. Estimate the target (Where are most of
the arrow holes?)
6. Determine exactly where you will aim
and exactly what you'll use as a reference.
(Do this with the naked eye and the
binoculars).
The most important part of a good shot plan is deciding where to aim to optimize your score. The lower
twelve ring used by organizations like the ASA is designed to penalize you for "going for it" outside your
effective range. The most critical decision you'll make on these shots, is whether to go for it, play it safe or
play it somewhere in between. This decision is different for everyone, because it depends on their skill level,
how they're shooting that day and a myriad of other variables.
Certain targets have "danger zones" to avoid. The bedded buck and the mountain lion, for example, have very
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little space between the ten line and the eight line and the ground. So on a long shot at these targets it might
be safer to estimate the yardage and aim a little high to avoid a five or a zip.
Another danger zone is the far side of the ten on a severely angled target. Usually there's more room in the
eight ring on the close side of the ten. it seems to me that large diameter arrows with blunt points tend to
slide down the foam before entering. So at longer distances you might fudge a little to the near side to avoid a
five.
By always establishing and following a shot plan you'll avoid those costly mental mistakes that can ruin your
score. Remember, if you can't shoot better, shoot smarter.
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